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● One of the world’s largest financial markets infrastructure groups

⎼ Operating at the heart of global financial, energy & commodities markets

⎼ Leading provider of global OTC data & analytics products & services,
supporting both sell-side & buy-side

⎼ UK based and listed

● Our activities are organised within four divisions:

⎼ Global Broking

⎼ Energy & Commodities

⎼ Institutional Services

⎼ Data & Analytics

● Our business is critical to our customers and our performance is

resilient across varied market conditions

⎼ 2019 revenue of c.£1.8bn

Group Revenue (£m) Revenue Mix Per Product (FY 2019)

Sources: TP ICAP

Overview

1,687 1,757 1,763 1,833 

2016 2017 2018 2019
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Overview
A global leader in financial markets infrastructure

26
Operating Countries

c.£1.8bn
2019 Revenue

#1 IDB
By 2019 Revenue

c.5,000
Employees (Sep-20)
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Case for Change

Client margin pressure and 

increased competition

Increasing 

cost pressures

Evolving market 

models/

execution choices
Regulatory changes

Challenges Opportunities

Liquidity
We are the #1 IDB globally, with a weighted average 
market share of 40% (by revenue of key asset classes)

Networks
Established relationships and strong brand recognition 
with top tier investment banks 

Electronification
Investment in technology to improve execution 
workflow and margins

Data Leading OTC asset class datasets

Neutrality Recognised as an independent intermediary 

Expertise
Leading levels of market expertise, especially in 
voice/hybrid
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Group-Wide Strategic Pillars

Increase the proportion of 
low-touch activity and improve 

client connectivity and post-trade 
processing

Provide clients with access to 
aggregated liquidity from across 

our brands

Build out earnings from buy-side, 
corporates and data businesses

Improve operating margins
Enhance ease and attractiveness of 

transacting with TP ICAP brands

Increase sustainable growth and 

quality of earnings

Aggregation DiversificationElectronification
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Divisional Initiatives

Rates Hub FX Hub Credit Hub

Energy Hub

Organic strategies
(Product, Client, Distribution)

Product/protocol expansion Regional / client coverage

Strategic Initiatives

D2C Credit opportunity D2C Rates opportunity

“Hub” strategy

- Electronification of activity

- Aggregation of liquidity

- Enriched, more efficient client experience

- Institutionalisation of volume/client relationships

- Productivity improvements

High growth businesses - Organic growth

- Product extension

- Geographical expansion

- Distribution/channels strategy

Integration

- New business opportunities

Global Broking

Energy & Commodities

Data & Analytics

Institutional Services

Liquidnet
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Liquidnet Acquisition: A Potential Transformational Accelerator 
Complementary Asset Class Expertise, Clients and Platforms

Large Global Network of 

Sell-side & Buy-side

Expertise / Coverage Across Major 

Asset Classes

Leading OTC Data & Analytics 

Offering

+

IDB / Dealer focus

Fixed income, FX and 

commodities focus

Large OTC

Data Library

1,000+

Buy-side Client 

Network1

Equities focus

Data Science 

Toolkit

1. As of Q2 2020

Transaction Rationale 

⎼ Building on the strengths of each
partner

⎼ Serving the varied needs of dealer and
institutional market participants across 
all major asset classes

⎼ Offering clients choices around
connectivity, execution protocols, 
workflow & analytics

⎼ Leveraging Liquidnet’s connectivity and
platform, with TP ICAP’s own product 
expertise and relationships, to unlock 
clear opportunities in Credit and Rates
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Financial Targets1 for TP ICAP and Liquidnet

1. Please note that the term “target” used here, and elsewhere in this document, should not be construed as a profit or revenue forecast or estimate or profit or revenue guidance.
As previously announced, the Group intends to publish a prospectus in relation to its proposed acquisition of Liquidnet (“Prospectus”) in due course. Investors are advised not to rely on this presentation nor make any investment
decisions in relation to the shares to be issued in connection with the Prospectus except on the basis of the information contained therein
2. 2019 pro-forma including Liquidnet

Revenue

2023 Target Medium Term2019

Underlying 

Operating 

Margin 15.2%

c.17%

c.20%

c.18%

c.23%

TP ICAP & Liquidnet:

TP ICAP & Liquidnet:

Liquidnet

TP ICAP 
standalone

20192 Medium Term

c.4% Revenue CAGR Target
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Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by TP ICAP plc (together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) solely for informational purposes. No representation or warranty express or implied is made as to, and no reliance 
should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or any opinion contained herein. The information contained in this presentation should be considered in the context of 
the circumstances prevailing at the time and will not be updated to reflect material developments that may occur after the date of the presentation.

This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms “believes”, “estimates”, 
“anticipates”, “expects”, “intends”, “plans”, “may” or “will” or, in each case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology or by their context. These forward-looking statements include all matters that 
are not historical facts, and in particular those items indicated as targets, ambitions or expectations of future results. They appear in a number of places and include, but are not limited to, statements regarding the 
Group’s intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, amongst other things, results of operations, financial condition, liquidity, prospects, growth and strategies. By their nature, forward-looking statements 
involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. A multitude of factors including, but not limited to, changes in demand, activity in 
the financial markets, competition and technology or the regulatory environment, can cause actual events, performance or results to differ materially from any anticipated development. Forward-looking statements 
are not guarantees of future performance and the actual results of operations, financial condition and liquidity, and the development of the industry in which the Group operates, may differ materially from those 
made in or suggested by the forward-looking statements set out in this presentation. Past performance of the Group cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance. Forward-looking statements speak only 
as at the date of this presentation and the Group expressly disclaims any obligations or undertaking to release any update of, or revisions to, any forward-looking statements in this presentation. 

Nothing in this presentation should be considered to be a forecast of future profitability or financial position of the Group and none of the information in this presentation is or is intended to be a profit forecast, 
dividend forecast or profit estimate. 

To the extent available, the industry, market and competitive position data contained in this presentation come from official or third-party sources, which may or may not be publicly available. Third-party industry 
publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data contained therein have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such 
data. While the Group reasonably believes that each of these publications, studies and surveys has been prepared by a reputable party, the Group has not independently verified the data contained therein. 
Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on any of the industry, market or competitive position data contained in the presentation. The information included in this presentation does not purport to be 
comprehensive. 

This presentation does not constitute, and should not be construed as, part of any offer or invitation for the sale or purchase of securities or any businesses or assets described in it and it is not intended to provide 
the basis of any investment decision nor does it or is it intended to form the basis of any contract for acquisition of or investment in any member of the Group, financial promotion, or any offer or invitation in 
relation to any acquisition of or investment in any member of the Group in any jurisdiction, nor does it purport to give legal, tax or financial advice. Nothing herein shall be taken as constituting the giving of 
investment advice and this presentation is not intended to provide, and must not be taken as, the basis of any decision and should not be considered as a recommendation to acquire any securities of the Group. 
The recipient must make its own independent assessment and such investigations as it deems necessary. The information, statements and opinions contained in this presentation do not constitute a public offer 
under any applicable legislation or an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities.

This presentation and its contents may not be viewed by persons within the United States other than (i) by qualified institutional buyers within the meaning of Rule 144A under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as 
amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”) or (ii) in “offshore transactions” within the meaning of Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act. The distribution of this presentation in other jurisdictions may be restricted by 
law and persons into whose possession this presentation comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions.
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